Infrared Remote for SA-Series
Self-Amplified Paging System

The Viking model SA-IR is a three button infrared remote control for use with the Viking Model SA-1S and SA-1H (pending) self amplified paging speakers. Aim the infrared transmitter at the speaker and press the buttons. The up/down buttons allow users to set the appropriate volume level for each room. The speaker provides an audible “beep” feedback tone to let the user gauge the volume level even when there’s no background music (or page) playing at the time.

Features

• Infrared remote control of paging speakers

• Users set their own volume levels to suit the noise levels in the room

• Allows users to mute all background music and pages, individual pages, or just background music

• Audible feedback “beep” to set the proper volume

Applications

• Small businesses

• Doctor’s offices

• Conference rooms

Specifications

Power: Two (2) AAA batteries (provided)
Dimensions: 5.1” x 2.2” x 0.7” (130mm x 56mm x 18mm)
Shipping Weight: .3 lbs (0.14kg)
Environmental: 32°F to 90°F (0°C to 32°C) with 5% to 95% noncondensing humidity
Range: 16’ (5m)

Phone...715.386.8861
http://www.vikingelectronics.com
Infrared remote control is one of a few features that set Viking’s self amplified paging system ahead of older legacy Valcom and Bogen systems. The older 4 wire systems required the installer to manage background music zones, and hardwire each speaker to one zone or the other, and then have to walk around with a ladder to manually set the volume of each speaker to hopefully the proper level. If the user decides one of the speakers should now have background music or a volume adjustment, it’s back up the ladder to pull more wire, and adjust more pots.

With the Viking **SA Series** 2 wire self amplifier paging system, the installer can connect all the speakers to the same pair of wires, and then simply show the user how to use the **SA-IR** infrared remote control to adjust volume, mute, and background music.

The mute button can totally mute the speaker, or if the **SA Series** paging system set to run in “Smart Mode”, the mute button can be used to enable or disable background music. For example, using the infrared remote control, conference room users can turn off the background music, but still receive pages. To set that up, they simply press the mute button on the remote control. That immediately kills the background music and allows pages. If the user wants to kill all paging, they simply tap the volume down button until they no longer hear the feedback beep tone. So the **SA-IR** gives the end user complete control over their paging system’s background music, loud ringing, and paging with each individual speaker. No other system offers such flexibility.